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Ruby In A Nutshell A
A Hash is a dictionary-like collection of unique keys and their values. Also called associative arrays,
they are similar to Arrays, but where an Array uses integers as its index, a Hash allows you to use
any object type.. Hashes enumerate their values in the order that the corresponding keys were
inserted.
Class: Hash (Ruby 2.6.2)
A Hash is a dictionary-like collection of unique keys and their values. Also called associative arrays,
they are similar to Arrays, but where an Array uses integers as its index, a Hash allows you to use
any object type.. Hashes enumerate their values in the order that the corresponding keys were
inserted.
Class: Hash (Ruby 2.2.0)
Yukihiro Matsumoto (まつもとゆきひろ, Matsumoto Yukihiro, a.k.a. Matz, born 14 April 1965) is a Japanese
computer scientist and software programmer best known as the chief designer of the Ruby
programming language and its reference implementation, Matz's Ruby Interpreter (MRI).His
demeanor has brought about a motto in the Ruby community: "Matz is nice and so we are nice,"
commonly ...
Yukihiro Matsumoto - Wikipedia
GO RUBY GO! was specially formulated to provide adults with the nutritional support they need to
live active, vibrant lives. When you fuel your body with the essential vitamins, minerals, and other
cell-fortifying nutrients it craves, you take the necessary steps to help protect yourself against the
effects of cellular aging with the antioxidant power derived from 42 fruits and other nutrients.
Go Ruby Go | IVL Products | Superfood Fruit Supplements ...
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Programming
Fan labor are the creative activities engaged in by fans, primarily those of various media properties
or musical groups. These activities can include creation of written works (fictional, fan fictional and
review literature), visual or computer-assisted art, music, or applied arts and costuming.Although
fans invest significant time creating their products, and fan-created products are "often ...
Fan labor - Wikipedia
Become a Programmer, Motherfucker. If you don't know how to code, then you can learn even if
you think you can't. Thousands of people have learned programming from these fine books:
Become a Programmer, Motherfucker
Join GitHub today. GitHub is home to over 31 million developers working together to host and
review code, manage projects, and build software together.
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